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SEED PROCESSING FUNDAMENTALS
Bill Gregg

1/

Processing is a vital stage between the producer and the user of
seed Most fieldrun seed have trash , inert material , weed seed or other
c r op seed in them that would make them illegal to sell, or at least difficult
to plant . They are in no condition to be planted, and are not desirable
from the buyer ' s standpoint. Seed processing is the step between the
seed producer and the distributor which takes seed as they come from the
field , removes undesirable material and puts them into condition for
marketing and planting.
In seed processing, we are interested not only in the quality or
condition of a lot or a bag of seed, but also in the condition and life of
each indivi dual seed The seed processor must consider both the quality
of the seed mass and the germinability of each individual seed o At the
same time he improves the quality and condition of the seed, the processor
mus t make a profit with his operations.
Four factors affect processing efficiency: (1) Complete separation
the processor must completely remove all undesirable or contaminating
material in the seeds
(2) He must do this at a high, efficient, and profitab l e capacity
(3 ) There must be minimum loss of the good crop seed.
In almost every processing operation some good seed will be lost , but
this loss must be kept to a minimum
(4) Labor cost must be kept to a
minimum . Labor i n processing is a direct operating cost , and can not
be recovered. An investment in machinery or conveying equipment to
replace labor should be considered as an investment in improved capacity,
efficiency , and better operations
An overall look at seed processing operations shows that we can
break down seed processing into several definite steps that follow in a
specific seque nce The first step is receiving , or bringing seed into
the processing plant either in bags, pallet boxes, or in bulk o From the
receivin g equipment t he seed could go into bulk storage to be held for
later pr ocessing , or c ould go directly into the processing line for cleaning.
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The first processing step is conditioning and precleaning of seed . Conditioning and precleaning involves removing appendages from t he seed , removing
rough large pieces of trash , debearding to remove awns or hulling the seed .
The first actual cleaning and upgrading step is the basic cleaning operation. The air-screen machine is probably the most common basic cleaner . It
makes both size separations and aspirates the seed. Seed lots may come from
the field in good condition , with few contaminating seeds , and will require only
cleaning on the air-screen machine.
However , it is usually necessary to send the seed over one or more
special separating or upgrading machines to remove a specific contaminant
These special machines separate different crop seeds or crop seed and weed
seed according to their differences in a physical seed characteristic
To be
separated completely , the crop seed and the weed seed mu s t differ in this physical characteristic widely enough so that the machine can distinguish between
each crop and weed seed ,
When all possible inert material and weed or other crop seed have been
removed , the seed are ready for bagging
Sometimes a fungicide or insecticide
treatment is applied before they are bagged. The seed may then be shipped
directly to the market, or he l d in storage until they are needed .
Seed processing , or other process operations of t h is n atur e , depends on
differences in physical properties of seed If seed do not differ in some physical
cha'racteristic , they cannot be separated . If a differ ence exists , and a machine
is available which can distinguish between the seed at an efficient capacity,
then they can be separated. Seed processors are fortunate in having a wide
selection of machines that can differentiate between seeds differing in several
physical characteristics
Toda y' s seed processor has machines that ca n separate seed that differ in size , length , shape , weight, surface texture , color ,
affinity for liquids , and conductivity.
A single machine cannot separate seeds that differ in all these characteristics A different machine in most instances must be used to make separations
by each of these different physical characteristics
SIZE : Size is perhaps the most common difference between seeds and
undesirable material. Size separations are basic to seed processing o The
air-screen machine -- the basic machine in seed cleaning - - makes its basic
screening separation by differences in size of seeds
Sev eral dimensions
make the size of a seed or any other particle ; width and t hickness are size
dimensions , and these special dimensions are used in specific width and thickness
separations of seed in specia l cases.
With a series of perforated sheet metal or woven wire screens , th e air0
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screen machine Sf?parates seed by size differences. One or more air blast
separations then remove light materials from the seed. There are many
models and sizes of air-screen machines available, but they all employ the
same principle: size separations by screens, and air separation to remove
light material. The heart of the air-screen machine is the series of sizing
screens inside the machine. In a typical air-screen machine, the seed
mixture drops through an air blast onto several screens, . and then into a
second or even a third air blast where remaining light material is removed.
The first screen has perforations large enough to allow the crop
seed to drop through the openings. Undesirable material larger than the
crop seed cannot drop through the openings, so it rides over the screen and
out a separate discharge spout. After the crop seed go through the large
openings in this scalping screen, they fall onto a second screen which has
openings smaller in size than the crop seed. As the seed mixture passes
over this screen, all weed seed, other crop seed, broken seed or inert
material smaller 'than the good crop seed will drop through the small screen
openings and into a separate discharge spout~ The good seed will ride over
this grading screen, and may pass onto one, two, three or more additional
screens for finer ' and closer size separations.
Two types of screen sizings are made: (1) scalping, in which good
seed are allowed to d~op through the screen openings, but larger material
is carried off the screen into a separate spout, and (2) grading, in which
good crop seed r~de over openings smaller than the seed, while smaller
,particles drop through the screen. A series of scalping and grading operations can remove all material larger or smaller than the desired crop seed.
While air separa~ions in an air-screen cleaner are very effective in removing
inert and light seed, the heart of the cleaner is the selection of the proper
screens. Over 200 different screens are available with different sizes and
shapes of perforations. The processor who knows . his seed, knows the
material that must be removed, andknows how to operate his machine, can
select a series of scalping and grading screens that will remove the majority
of the undesirable material in his crop seed .
Width and thickness as special size dimensions are used in several
specialized operations. A common use is to grade hybrid seed corn into
specific widths and thicknesses for space planting. Several seed separations
are also made using width and thickness sizings. Width or thickness
separations are made by turning the seed on edge or standing it on end to
present it's width or thickness dimension to a sized perforation . If the
seed is below a certain width or thickness, it will drop through the per-
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fora tion; if it is above a selected width or thic kness , it will not go thr ough the
perforation and will be routed out a different discharge spout. A thickness
separation is made by passing seed over a circular or flat surface in which
groves are pressed into the sheet metaL Slotted perforations are in the bottom
of these groves. The shoulders of the groves turn the seed on edge. When
seeds are presented edgewise to the slotted perforations , thin seed fall through ,
while thick seed are rejected and ride out a separate discharge spout.
Width separations are made by perforations at the bottom of indents or
cuplike depressions. The shoulders of the cuplike indent cause the seed to tilt
and stand on end , thus it must present its width dimension to the perforation .
If the seed is narrow , it drops through the perforation ; if it is wider than the
perforation , it is rejected. A series of width and thickness separations can be
combined in a single machine to produce several different width and thickness
grades in the same operation. For example , corn seed can be graded into
different flat and round sizes.
LENGTH : Length differences are common between different c r op seed and
between crop and weed seed . Many processors use length separations to upgrade
and improve their seed . The indented cylinder and disc separator are widely used
to make length separatiorrs . ~ The indented rcylinder separator consists of a
long round cylinder whose,, walls have thousands of small indents. In side this
indented cylinder are other parts that help the indented cylinder make a separation.
These will be an auger or other means of keeping the seed mass level; a liftings
trough to remove short lifted material; and an auger to remove lifted seed from the
lifting trough. An end view of the indented cylinder shows the mass of seed inside
the cylinder. As the cylinder turns , the seed mass turns so that each seed has an
opportunity to fit into one of the indents and be l ifted . The r elationship of the
length of the seed and location of its center of gravity to the depth or size of the
indent determines whether the seed will be lifted. Long seed will n ot fit complete'
ly into the indent. As the cylinder revolves , they fit into the indents , but do not
remain in the indents long enough to be lifted. Seeds inter mediate in length w i ll
be lifted slightly above the edge of the seed mass by the in dents . Shorter seed
'
will be lifted higher up the arc of the cylinder ' s r otation. In sh ort , the length of
the seed determines the degree to which they fit into the inden ts . Seed that fit
into the indents are lifted up as the cylinder revolves. Shorter seed a r e lifted
higher in the arc of the cylinder's rotation ; longer seed fall out soone r.
Mounted in the center of the revolving i ndented cylin de r is a t r ough with
an edge that can be moved up or down to allow seed lifted to a differ ent leve l to
be carried over and dropped into the trough. Seeds not lifted u p pas t the edge of
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this trough fall back into the seed mass in the cylinder and are discharged
out the end of the machine •
A seed's length determines how it fits into the indented pockets in
the wall of the cylinder. The location of the seed'scenteiQfgrav,ity .also
effects the seed's fit into an indented pocket. A round, short seed whose
center of gravity is near one end will not be lifted.
The disk separator also separates seeds by difference in length.
A disk is a cast iron wheel. Many small undercut pockets are cast into
each face of the disk. As the disk turns through a mass of seed, each seed
will have an opportunity to sit in one of these pockets. If the seed is
long enough, it will fall out of the pocket. If the seed is short, it will
sit inside this pocket and be lifted up out of the seed mass o Lifted seed
are carried up and deposited into a separate discharge spout.
There are square shaped pockets to make separations between
different crop seeds; pockets with rounded lifting edges to lift round seed
types, and pockets with flat liftings edges to lift flat-sided or rectangular
seed .
The heart of the disk separator is a revolving shaft on which many
different disks are mounted .. The seed mass enters the machine at one end,
and moves through the center of the disks and comes in contact with the
pockets on the side of each disk. These pockets reject or lift out seed
as the mass moves through the machine. By using several sections of
disks with different pocket sizes on the same shaft, several different
length grades can be made as seed pass through the machine .
SHAPE: Spape is a physical characteristic which varies between
many crop seed. The size separation made by the air-screen machine involves some differences in shape especially when triangular hole screens
are used o The indented cylinder and the disk separator also use shape to
some extent as a function of length . The spiral separator separates
specifically between round-shaped and flat-shaped seed . The spiral
separator is a vertical series of spiraled flights. A mixture of flat
and round seed enters the inner spiral at the top of the machine. As
they move down the spirals, gravity causes the round seed to roll faster.
Their velocity increases to the point where they can jump over the inclined
edge of the inner flight of spirals, into an outer flight
From this outer
flight they go out a separate discharge spout o Flatter seeds can not roll
fast enough to fall into the outer spiral, so they slide down the inter
spirals until they reach the discharge point . Flat and round seed can
be separated by the spiral separator by differences in seed readiness to
0
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roll down the inclined spirals
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SURFACE TEXTURE: Surface texture -- relati v e roughn ess or smoothness
of the seed coat -- is a common difference between seeds
The roll or dodder
mill and the draper belt are the most common machines used to separate seeds
that differ in surface texture. However, the magnetic separator, the buckhorn
machine, and vibratior separator also use differences in surface texture to some
extent in separating seed. The basic unit of the roll or dodder mill consists of
two long cylinder-like rollers covered with a velvet or flann el material , mounted
side by side so that they touch down their entire length A t rough is formed
above and between the rollers where they touch
They are mounted at a slight
angle from one e n d to the other. The mixt ure of smooth and rough seed is fed
into this trough at the high end As the rollers revolve up and out from the
center, rough seeds are caught by the nap of the ve l vet or flannel fabric covering
the rollers
They are thrown up again s t the side of a curv ed shi eld set slightly
above the rollers
Rough seed thrown up against t h is shi eld will strike it at art
angle, bounce back down and hit the roller, still at an angle
They will hit the
roller at a higher position than they started from. The fabric on the revolving
roller will again catch the seed and throw it against the shie ld . This ric ocheting
action·,.Gontinues until the rough seed are carried u p ove r th e edge o f th e rollers
and fall into a separate discharge spout.
Smooth seed are not affected by the nap of the fabr ic on t he r oll s - so
they slide down the rollers unt il they reach the lower e n d and drop out a discharge spout. If we look at t he side of a roll mill , we see t ha t there a re several
discharge spouts. Near the upper end rou gh seed, such as dodder being removed
from alfalfa, are thrown over in the r olls
Toward the l ower e n d of t he r olls ,
rough seeds are still being thrown ov er, but an increasing pe rcentage of smo ot h
seed will be caught and thrown over At the lower end of th e roll s only smooth
seed, suc:::~h as alfalfa, remain and are sent out t h e smooth seed spout o At t he
upper end, the discharged is all rough seed At the lower e n d, only smooth
seed remains , but there are intermediate middling fa ction s o f va rying mixtures
of rough and smooth seed
The inclined draper belt is another ma c hin e w h ich se para t es between ,
flat and round or rough and smooth seed It i s a tilted flat~ sur fac ed d ra per
belt, and moves in an uphill d i rection A mixture of rou gh and smooth seed are
fed onto its center Smooth seed cannot get a solid footi ng on t he fnoving belt ,
so they slide downhill and fall off the low e n d ·. Rough er seeds ca n g et a footing ,
come to rest on the movi ng belt , are carried upward b y t he movement of the ~ be lt.
They are discharged from t he upper e n d of the be lt . Abs olut e differ e nc es i n surface textur e such as the roughness of d odder and smoothn ess of alfalfa a re not
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necessary for separation by the draper belt or the roll mill. Sharp angles,
sharp points , or projections on many seed are sufficient to allow the roll
mill to pitch them out of the smoother seed mass, or to allow them to come
to rest on the draper belt and be removed .
COLOR : Many seeds differ in color. Color I-s bejng used more and
more in processing , particularly the larger crop seeds, as a basis of separation. Electronic color sorters are used to make color separation.
These machines drop each seed separately before an electronic sensing
device which compares the seed with an electronic pattern or a given
color background. If the seed ' s color .is acceptable, it is allowed to
fall on to a discharge spout. However , if its color is not in the acceptable range , a compressed a ir nozzle is activated to blow the seed out
of its normal flight path. Lt falls out a separate discharge spout.
One electronic color separator feeds seed into an individual
row on a groved belt. This throws a single line of seed through a color
sensing chamber where photoelectric cells compare each seed with a
selected background color. If seed color matches the background, the
seed follows a normal flight path into a discharge spout. However, if
its color varies from the background color, the air nozzle blows the seed
out of its normal flight path , and it falls out a separate spout . A different color separator picks each seed up on a vacuum ferrule and passes
it through a color sensing chamber . Photoelectric cells rate its color
and either accept it and let it fall out the good product spout, or reject
it and blow it out of its flight path into a reject spout.
AFFINITY FOR LIQUIDS ~ Seeds also differ in affinity for liquids ,
or the rate at which their surface will absorb liquids
The magnetic
separator and the buckhorn machine will separate seeds by these differences o The magnetic separator feeds a mixture of seeds of varying
affinity for liqui ds into a mixing chamber A small amount of water or
other liquid is introduced into the seed here Some seeds absorb moisture and become dampened , while others do not.
After each seed has had an opportunity to absorb or reject moisture,
finely - ground iron powder is fed into the mixing chamber. This iron
powder is blended in to give eac0 seeda change to come in contact with
the iron powder. If the seed held moisture , then the iron powder will
stick to the moistened seed coat If the seed· did not absorb moisture,
no iron filings will stick to the moistened seed coat The mixture of seed
is then passed through a magnetic fie l d , over a drum revolving around a
magnet , or by some ot her me1hod o Seeds which absorb moisture and held
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iron filings are attracted by the magn et, stick to t he drum, a n d are carried
out to a separate discharge spout. Seeds which a bsorbed n o moi sture a nd
hold no iron powder do not react t o the magnet ic field , and :discharge from
the machine through a separate spout.
The buckhorn machine is ver y similar in operation. The feed mixture
is fed into a mix ing chamber where a small amount of moisture is i ntroduced
into the seed mass. After each seed has had an opportunity to accept or
reject moisture , finely ground hardwood sawdust or bark is i nt roduced into the
mixing chamber. This machine was designed specific ally to remove buckhorn
plantain from clover seed When moisture comes into contact with buckhorn
seed , a dried material on the seed surface becomes mucila gin ous and sticky.
When this sticky material contacts the finely - ground sawdust , it sticks to the
seed. After the moistened buckhorn seed were altered by placin g them in the
center of a ball of sawdust. The y can n ow be removed by a gravity separator
or sometimes by a screening machine
WEIGHT ~ Man y seeds differ in weight, specific gra v ity, or relative
density per given unit of volume Wei ght or specifi c gravity is the basis of
the air blast separation made in . an air- screen machin e. Th e gra v it y separat or ,
the stoner, the aspirator, and the pneumatic separator all make specific separations according to differences in weight or specifi c gravity of seeds.
Weight separations are made i n comparison with a s tandard medium of
given density, such as a moving s tream of air . To ma k e a sepa ra tion by
specific gravity, a mixture of seed of high a n d low specific gravity are placed
over a perforated surface through which an air stream pas s es. The a ir is adjusted so that its termi nal velocity is gr eater than t he ter minal ve l oc ity of light
seeds. Light seeds will thus be lifted and held by t he air b las t. Hea v ier seeds
whose terminal velocity is greater than t hat of t he air stream will settle down a n d
lie on t he perforated surface through w h i c h t he air is passing o The seed are n ow
stratified into vertical weight zones
The s t ratificat ion is t he fu n damental weight
or specific gravity separation.
The specific gravity separat or consists basic a lly of a perfora ted deck
through whose surface an adjus t able air s t ream is moving Seed a r e fed onto
this deck and into the air stream o The air strea m is ad ju s t ed t o lift light seed
while heavier seed lie on the deck surface o
Then the different layers of seed mus t be sepa ra ted so t ha t li g ht seed
can be sent to one discharge spout while the heavier seed go t o a differen t discharge spout o This is accomplished by a reciproc at ing motion t hrough the horiz ontal axis of the machine o The deck surface is tilted s lig htly as it rocks rapidly
back and forth. Li ght seeds held up by the air strea m fl ow downhill , followi n g the
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path of least resistance , and discharge from the low side of the gravity
deck. Heavier seeds lie in contact with the surface of the deck and , as
the machine reciprocates back and forth , this motion tosses the heavy
seeds in the uphill direction. Each time the deck moves, _the seed are
worked slightly uphill. This motion continues until heavy seeds are
carried out of the mixture and moved to the higher end of the deck where
they go to a separate discharge spout ,
The flow pattern of a gravity separator deck shows that, as the seed
moves from the feed spout through the stratifying area , the light seed flow
downhill toward the low corner of the deck , Heavier seed move uphill
until the motion of the deck finally moves them out the upper end. In
the center, between the heavy seed end and the light seed end , a
middling product consisting of seed of intermediate density and a mixture
of some heavy and some light seed is formed . The gravity separator
makes a graded separation , from the lightest seed at the lower end of
the deck,. to ·the heaviest · seed at the higher end of the deck
Between
these two points there is a gradual gradation of increased sp13cific
gravity Of individual seed towar'd the nigh end of the deck o
The stoner is a special separator making only a two part gravity
separation -- a heavy and a light fraction . The stoner is similar to the
gravity separator, since the seed mixture is fed onto a perforated deck
through which an air stream is moving . The air stratifies the seed and
causes light seed to flow to the downhill end . The recipr ocating motion
of the deck moves heavy seed toward the high end of the deck
The stoner
differs from the gravity in that the seed are discharged from either the high
end or the low end of the deck , with no i ntermediate fracti on o The stoner is
very useful in separating rocks from beans , sa n d fr om clover, or similar
separations. These separators are common l y used to salvage good seed
from waste products coming off the high end of the gravity separator .
The seed mixture is fed onto the center of the reciprocating stoner deck
The stratifying zone is in the center Heavy particles - - stones or sand ~ 
will move uphill from the stratifying zone , while the air column floats the
lighter crop seed downhill to the low end of the deck
Both the gravity separator and the stoner work by passing an air
column through a mass of seed The aspira t or makes a similar separation
on a seed by seed basis
It will lift seeds whose terminal velocity is
lower. Lifted seeds a r e carried up the air column and dropped into separate
discharge spouts . Heavier seeds with a terminal velocity higher than the
air column fall through the air blast and settle out a discharge spout.
The aspirator separates by pulling a negative pressure air stream
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through a separating column. The pneumatic separator makes a similar separation by forcing a positive pressure air blast through a separating column , where
light and heavy seeds are separated by the therminal velocity of the air stream.
Light seeds of low terminal velocity are lifted into a settling chamber and out a
separate discharge spout. Heavy seed of higher terminal velocity are not affected
by the separating air stream and fall out a low discharge spout
CONDUCTIVITY ~ Seeds also differ in their ability to hold or conduct an
electrical charge. Many conditions affect a seed ' s conducting properties , but
this can be used very successfully to make some difficult separations , and the
electrostatic separator is widely used to separate seeds of differing electrical
conductivity. A typical electrostatic separa tor moves a conveyor belt carrying
a single layer of seed beneath an electrode
This electrode sprays a high intens .ity electrical charge onto the seed
Poor -conducting seed hold this electrical
charge , but the good conductors lose their charge readily to the grounded conveyor Seed ·· that are good conductors and have lost their charge are thrown off
the end of the belt into a discharge spouta Poor-conducting seed hold their
electrical charge and stick to t he conveyor belt. They are carried around away
from the first discharge spout and dropped into a separate discharge spout o
Two types of electrostatic separations have been used with success on
seed. In the pinning effect , a high intensity e l ectrical charge is sprayed onto
the seed o . Seed which are poor conductors hold their charge and stick to the
grounded conveyor belt , while good conductors lose their charge readily and are
sent out a ·separate spout A separate type electrostatic separation is made by
passing the seed through a n electrical field created by a different type of electrodeo Here , charges in the seed are rearranged as a reaction to this electrical
field o Some seeds will be attracted and a r e lifted into a different flight path as
they fall from the belt or roller o Other seeds which react l ess to this electrical
9harg,e wilLfo1low-,a normal field pa:th ~to a · separa te dischanje spout
These , t hen , a r e s ome of the machines a vailable to the seeds man o These
machines separate seeds accor ding to their differences in many physical properties
including size , length , shape , weight , s urfac e textur e , affinity to liquids , and
electrical conductivity o The seed processor has a responsibility to the l ife in
the seed to keep it in good condition and mainta in the high germinability that
nature placed in the seed He has a responsibility to the users of h i s seed to
keep t he purity, pla nta bility , and quality of the seed high
He also has a respon sibility to himself to perform his services at an efficient:. level that will allow him
to make a profit o To do this, he must know his machines o He mus t know each
machine tl}oroughly , what it can do , the principle it uses to separate seed , how to
adjust if for maximum separation and capacity, and he must know the proper
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sequence in the cleaning operations in which it can be used .
He must also know the seeds he is processing: the crop seed,
the weed seed , and their physical differences -- not only the differences
that are easily seen, but the differences that can be used by a machine
to separate them. This does not require a high degree of mechanical
training or training in botany. He should be able to take a sample of seed
before processing and separate all material he wishes to remove from the
crop seed with forceps or a pencil. By looking at this sample , he can tell
how they differ and which machines could separate these seeds . Only
when he is thoroughly familiar with the crop and weed seed he will encounter, with the machines available and the machines in his plant can
the seed processor perform these services efficiently and profitably .

